NOUS
PRENONS SOIN DE
VOTRE BEAUTÉ

On Île de Ré...

2022 EDITION

SEE
THE
WORLD
IN BLUE
Welcome to our marine spa. A gentle environment wrapped
in ocean spray in the colours of the sea.
Discover our log book and experience the utmost relaxation,
an energising break or the ultimate in beauty pampering...
In these magnificent surroundings with ocean views and the
beach a short walk away, drift off to the sound of the waves.
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And take your time...

#INTENSEBLUE

Fun spaces

OVERLOOKING
THE
OCEAN
A NEW

FREE WELLNESS ACCESS
Access to our marine spa is included with each
treatment: massage, thalasso day, hotel stay.
Absolute luxury!

MARINE SPA...
Our marine spa, a place for relaxation and sharing,
has been entirely redesigned.

Steam bath

Sensory area

Our new French windows overlooking the ocean allow more
light in for more interaction with nature. Our indoor pool
has fun spaces where you will enjoy relaxing in the gentle,
regenerative warmth. The renovations also include a sensory
area with seawater shower and a new steam bath.
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Water, air and salt...
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Mirror, mirror on the wall, who is the fairest...

BE
BEAUTIFUL
WITH OUR
FACIALS...

We pamper your skin and take care of your beauty.
Anti-age specialists and marine experts, we give your face
radiance and freshness, plumping and boosting your features.
Fall in love with your mirror again.
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FACE

RELAIS THALASSO
SIGNATURE TREATMENT

ESSENTIAL RELAIS
THALASSO TREATMENTS

EXPERT ANTI-AGE REGENERATIVE
RELAIS THALASSO TREATMENTS

KOBIDO RELAIS THALASSO SIGNATURE TREATMENT

MARINE HYDRATION

SEA NUTRI

50 min l € 109
I am from a distant land, an ancestral Japanese
massage technique. A genuinely natural face lift,
I awaken the dullest of tones and smooth the
skin’s surface to reveal a second youth.

50 min l € 109
I am an intense hydration treatment that gives
the skin elasticity and flexibility. My coconut fibre
mask enriched with marine active ingredients and
hyaluronic acid visibly improves hydration. Skin is
enhanced and the mind freed.

50 min l € 119
I repair passing time with my expert relaxing
and energising movements. My super pair of
“generous” lifting and nourishing masks gives
skin the greatest comfort.

FILLMED LABORATORIES
TREATMENTS

MARINE LIFT
75 minutes | € 169
I am a treatment filled with light... A genuine
dazzling experience, I give the skin freshness
and vitality with my mask filled to the brim with
seawater and red seaweed. And I make you look
wonderful too.

50 min l € 119
A genuine bowl of fresh cellular air, my “alginate
print” mask enriched with tensing caviar firms
the contours of the face and regenerates the
epidermis. My lifting and soothing massage
combines with the replumping power of active
marine ingredients.

MARINE PURIFICATION NEW

SEA REPLUMP

50 min l € 109
Say goodbye to imperfections... Victory is here!
My massage is wise. My mask with marine silt
and aloe vera rebalances the skin with finesse and
accuracy. An authentic breath of fresh air.

50 min l € 119
I am the promise of smoothed and plumped
skin with my second-skin mask and its high
concentration of marine collagen. My energising
movements guarantee more toned and younger
skin.

PRESTIGE
PREMIUM GLOBAL REJUVENATION
75 min l € 169
I am a global anti-ageing treatment which
combines the best of each technique.
Intense rejuvenating effect.

INTENSIVE

TIME ERASER – ANTI-WRINKLES
50 min l € 135
I am an anti-wrinkle treatment for smooth
and radiant skin and filled wrinkles.
Intense regenerating effect.

EXPRESS
EYE 360° – EYE AREA
25 min l € 79
I am a special treatment for the eye area to
decongest the eyes, reduce bags and dark circles.
Intense revitalising and rejuvenating effect.
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SEA LIFT

SEA YOUTH NEW
75 min l € 149
I am the ideal combination between youth
and relaxation. I combine a head, neck and
shoulder massage with one of 3 Expert facials,
your choice between Sea Lift, Sea Replump and
Sea Nutri. I promise an exquisite experience and
rejuvenated skin.
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A world of well-being to travel...

RELAX
WITH OUR

BODY TREATMENTS...
Following the ocean’s gentle or bracing rhythms,
we will calm you with our techniques, like the incoming
and outgoing waves.
Travel with us in a world of well-being as your body
rediscovers tranquillity and your mind relaxes.
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BODY SCRUBS

SIGNATURE MASSAGES

WORLD MASSAGES

I can adapt to all your desires...fruity or
rich, intense or subtle. The star treatment in
thalassotherapy, I get the ball rolling to enhance
the effectiveness of your treatments.

MARINE SYNERGY
RELAIS THALASSO SIGNATURE TREATMENT

CALIFORNIAN MASSAGE

20 min l € 69

BODY

SATIN SALT AND 3 TEA SCRUB LEVEL 1
I'm the gentlest scrub with delicate salt crystals,
perfect for sensitive skin. My floral notes and
oily texture envelops the skin in a regenerative
cocoon.

ZEST AND SALT SCRUB LEVEL 2
Fruity with my extracts of grapefruit seeds and
essential tangerine oil, I contain Guérande salt
crystals. Perfect for the undecided, hesitating
between gentle or intense exfoliation.

TROPICAL ISLAND ABSOLUTE SCRUB LEVEL 3 NEW
I am rich with my round notes and melting salt
crystals. My medium intensity awakens the skin
and the senses. A pure marvel.

50 min l € 119
I am the essential RELAIS THALASSO signature
massage, inspired by the changing rhythms of the
ocean. From head to toe, my slow and energising,
gentle and deep movements ensure absolute
relaxation.

RÉ HARMONY
RELAIS THALASSO ÎLE DE RÉ SIGNATURE TREATMENT
50 min l € 119
The very essence of the expertise of our Île de
Ré teams, I was born on Île de Ré and I work
to release your tensions deep down. I provide
absolute relaxation and help your mind escape
through the rhythm of my intense massage and
kneading movements.
Your tension is released through my work on the
joints and muscles.

50 min l € 119
I am a massage for your entire body for the
ultimate in relaxation, bringing you comfort
and reassurance. I can help you let go and
destress completely.

HOT STONE MASSAGE
75 min l € 149
My volcanic basalt stones unlock tension areas
with the heat they diffuse. I naturally inspire
serenity and harmony.

AYURVEDA MASSAGE
75 min l € 149
I am a body massage with origins in the purest
of Indian traditions. I involve sesame oil. I lastingly
strengthen energy levels through balance.

TOUMOKALE
50 min l € 109
My massage is exceptionally relaxing and
stimulates the energy channels of the skull
and face for dazzling radiance.

SUPREME OCEAN SCRUB LEVEL 4
I am the most used scrub in thalassotherapy.
My combination of 3 salts ensures intense
exfoliation. Enjoy my essential oils of lavender
and camomile to soothe the body and mind.

Preferential rates for these massages are
available Monday to Friday at certain times
of the year.
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Love me, love me not...
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MINI PLEASURES

ESCAPES
1 scrub + 1 wrap + 1 massage

RELAXING MASSAGE
20 min l € 69
With sweet almond oil, I relax nervous tension
and encourage muscular release. With me you
will rediscover relaxation and vitality.

BODY

DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE
20 min l € 69
I encourage muscular relaxation with my
deep manoeuvres that effectively nourish and
oxygenate your muscles, facilitating blood
circulation.

RELAXING FOOT MASSAGE
20 min l € 69
Let me give your feet the relaxation they deserve.
I provide a general sense of well-being as this
massage releases the tensions in your lower
limbs.

BACK RELAXATION ESCAPE

GENTLE ESCAPE

50 min l € 109
I am a back relaxing ritual. I combine intense
exfoliation with a back massage adapted to your
needs. My self-warming sea mud relaxes your
muscles and relieves your tension. At the end of
the treatment, my Marine Caress cream envelops
the skin with its light texture.

80 min l € 149
I am the treatment for sensitive skin. My delicate
Salt and 3 Tea scrub and my marine magnesium
and cotton wrap soothe and hydrate the skin.
My relaxing massage releases tension and frees
the mind.

TROPICAL ESCAPE

80 min l € 149
I am the ritual that introduces all the benefits of
thalassotherapy. I draw all my wealth of trace
elements and minerals from the sea. Enjoy my
intense scrub with sea salts and essential relaxing
oils. My laminaria seaweed wrap hydrates and
remineralises the skin. I finish this well-being
moment with a complete body relaxing massage.

80 min l € 149
My delicious notes invite you on a journey for
the senses. My melting salt crystals exfoliate
and soften the skin. My hot wax with honey and
shea butter envelops the skin in a hydrating and
nourishing cocoon. I deeply relax the body and
mind with my divine oil massage.

SEA ESCAPE

DETOX ESCAPE
80 min l € 149
I begin with a body scrub with salt and essential
tangerine oil, perfect for oxygenating and
cleansing the skin. I continue with a detoxifying
and purifying fucus wrap. My escape finishes with
a complete body massage for an intense relaxing
sensation.
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A dose of happiness...
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Light as a feather...

A
LIGHTER
LIFE
WITH OUR SLIMMING
TREATMENTS...
We are here to help you firm your figure and slim
your shape.
Through our mechanical action, we smooth your skin
for a fresh and youthful look.
Thanks to our expert techniques, your legs feel lighter
and your stubborn areas disappear.
Rediscover lightness with us!

20
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SLIMMING
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SLIMMING / LIGHTNESS

LPG FACIALS

CELLU M6 INTEGRAL

TREATMENTS RELAIS THALASSO

ENDERMOLIFT CURE FACE
PROGRAMME

"LATEST GENERATION"
LPG BODY TREATMENT

OCEAN SILHOUETTE TREATMENT

To stimulate tissue and firm the skin, LPG research
has developed a unique method claiming visible
results after the first session through activating
hyaluronic acid production. A new patented
Ergolift treatment for high-performance care:
cellular stimulation x 3.

The patented slimming technique that helps
reactivate fat stores (lipolysis) to remove localised
excess and imperfections. LPG research has
developed a brand new method claiming visible
results from your very first session. We decide your
objectives together and choose the most adapted
treatment protocol.

50 min l € 109
Targeting the stomach, bottom and thighs,
I reshape the body and reduce orange-peel skin.
My sea sponge scrub stimulates micro-circulation
and my slimming wrap smooths skin tone.
My invigorating massage concludes this treatment
for a real sense of lightness.

Pack of 3 sessions I 10 min l € 75
Pack of 10 sessions I 30 min l € 169

LIGHT LEGS
50 min l € 109
I am a comfort for heavy legs. A treatment
for heavy legs, my specific massage activates
micro-circulation for an intense sense of lightness.
My cool wrap ensures freshness and comfort.

LPG option in the facial of your choice
10 min l € 29
30 min l € 69

Pack of 3 sessions I 35 min l € 165
Pack of 10 sessions I 35 min l € 495
LPG body treatment I 35 min I € 69
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Feel at ease at 32°...

ENERGISED
WITH OUR THALASSO
TREATMENTS...
With seawater freshly collected at every high tide, through
our affinity with your skin we provide all the trace elements and
minerals you need. With us, your body and mind relax thanks
to the beneficial effect of heated seawater, charging you up
with powerful energy.
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MARINE JETS

SEAWEED WRAP

SCRUB AND SEAWATER SHOWER MASSAGE

10 min l € 45
A powerful seawater jet, my massage
stimulates the skin’s energy and vitality
to decongest fatty areas and cellulite.

20 min l € 55
Choose from:

30 min l € 89
I help the skin release all its impurities
and absorb the beneficial effects of the seawater.
Your whole body is radiant.

15 min l € 45
Relaxing, tension-releasing and invigorating
thanks to my many hydro-massage jets. Dive
into my seawater bath with its salty fragrance.

WRAP: Let me surprise you with my creamy
texture and citrus and jasmine fragrance.
My Chondrus Crispus red seaweed combines
with the moisturising effect of cotton and aloe
vera. With me your skin will feel soft and your
mind completely relaxed.

HYDROMASSAGE BED

REVITALISING BOOST

OCEAN SELECTION

15 min l € 45
Lying on my water bed, you will enjoy the
relaxation, stimulation and blood circulation
activated by my water jets.

WRAP: I recharge your batteries with my high
concentration of booster active ingredients.
I combine laminaria seaweed, the most
concentrated in minerals and trace elements,
with a complex of orange, carrot and lemon.
Perfect for invigorated and regenerated skin.

10 THALASSOTHERAPY TREATMENTS l € 425
Valid 1 year - Cannot be transferred.

PACKAGE

MASSAGE BATH

SEAWATER SHOWER MASSAGE
15 min l € 59
My relaxing massage uses the seawater shower
with a beeswax balm. My sliding and circular
pressure all over the body ensures total relaxation.

SEA MUD APPLICATION
20 min l € 55
Applied locally to the back and the joints, my sea
mud soothes joint pain and tension. I am rich
in mineral salts and trace elements and ensure
effective remineralistion of the body.
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SOOTHING COTTON

HOT WRAP
20 min l € 55
Application of my special body cream with
essential oils under a heated cover helps eliminate
toxins.

DETOX FUCUS
WRAP: I envelop your body in a purifying and
detoxifying wrap with my fucus and lithothamnion
seaweed. I am the star slimming wrap in
thalassotherapy and I stimulate micro-circulation,
drain toxins and cleanse the body.
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A healthy mind in a healthy body...

IN
SHAPE
WITH OUR

HEALTH TREATMENTS...
Listen to what your body whispers and you won’t have
to hear it shout. Tibetan proverb.
There is no greater wealth than your health. We take care
of you and your health with help from our health experts.
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HEALTH TREATMENTS

DIETARY APPOINTMENTS

OSTEOPATHY
20 min l € 75
Diagnosis of dysfunctions in joint and tissue
mobility. Rehabilitation of functional disorders

HEALTH

20 min l € 75
Relaxation of the body and mind in the heated
seawater pool (32°C) Weightlessness is ideal for
muscle stretching. With music.

AQUAOSTEO
20 min l € 75
Diagnosis of dysfunctions in joint and tissue
mobility. Therapy performed in the heated
seawater pool (32°C).

MANUAL LYMPHATIC DRAINAGE
50 min l € 109
To evacuate surplus fluid and metabolic waste
through lymphatic massage. Achieved by
compression and evacuation techniques.

FOOT REFLEXOLOGY
50 min l € 109
Locating reflex points, sources of hypertonia...
Then progressively massaging these reflex points
for relaxation and energy refocus.

APPOINTMENTS

MAQAM: AN EXCLUSIVE

A BALANCED DIET
FULL OF FLAVOUR
Meet our dietician-nutritionist, also a micronutrition consultant, to learn dietary solutions to
any issues that may be bothering you: bone, joint
and muscular problems, difficulty sleeping, bad
stress management, digestive issues, metabolic
syndrome, a lack of energy and immune defence,
excess weight, other pathologies...
Chat with her at the breakfast buffet or at the
weekly dietary conference, or book a personal
appointment through the thalassotherapy
reception for more personalised and tailored care.

Our goal
Eat better, move better, sleep better, be better.

HEALTH NUTRITION ASSESSMENT
1h10 l € 90
Micro-nutrition consultation with our dieticiannutritionist to establish a connection between
what you eat and your general health. The aim
is to study your food habits, identify any micronutritional shortfalls and their impact on your
health and devise a suitable diet for you.
Impedance assessment included.

ASSESSMENT WITH IMPEDANCE METRICS
30 min l € 40

IMPEDANCE ASSESSMENT (by Biody Xpert)
20 min l € 20
Measure and analyse body distribution with the
results interpreted by our dietician-nutritionist to
identify any possible body imbalance.

SHIATSU LIGHT FACIAL
50 min l € 109
To rediscover energy, clarity and freshness for the
face... Eliminates toxins and soothes muscular
tension using semi-precious stones.
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Create your dietary balance...
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Escape, breathe, disconnect...

THE
GOOD
LIFE
WITH
OUR BUBBLE DAYS
AND WEEKENDS...
With us, you can practise the art of being in a bubble.
A bubble of pleasure, a bubble of relaxation, a bubble
to chill out.
Our thalassotherapy and spa treatments come together
in our bubble days for your greatest pleasure.
The icing on the cake? Join us for a weekend and dive
into a huge bath of well-being.
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PREMIUM SPA BUBBLE*

RÉ IN LOVE WEEKEND

WELL-BEING WEEKEND

6 TREATMENTS I € 299 per person
• 5 thalassotherapy treatments to choose from:
body scrub - massage bath - energising seawater
jet - hydromassage bed - seaweed wrap - sea
mud application
• 1 relaxing massage or seawater shower
(20 min)

3 TREATMENTS I € 169 per person
• 1 Toumokalé (20 min)
• 1 marine treatment
• 1 relaxing massage (20 min)

1 DAY | 1 NIGHT
From € 359 for 2 people half board, double room
overlooking the sea

2 DAYS | 2 NIGHTS
From € 464 per person with breakfast, based on a
double room (comfort rate, overlooking the vines)

Low season rate, not discountable

Low season rate, not discountable,

• 1 wonderful night in a sea view room
• 1 romantic dinner (not including drinks)
• 1 romantic gift in your room
• 1 romantic buffet breakfast
• free access to the marine spa

• 1 seawater shower massage
• 1 relaxation massage
• 1 massage bath
• 1 body scrub
• 1 relaxing hydromassage bath
• 1 seaweed wrap

€ 99 for 2 people
• 1 lunch at the Loofa Bar
• 1 massage bath per person
Valid Monday to Friday, excluding school holidays.

2 TREATMENTS I € 139 per person
• 1 thalassotherapy treatment. Choose from:
1 marine jet massage - 1 massage bath or
1 hydromassage bed
• 1 Californian massage (50 min)
Available with lunch option for € 159.
Requires booking and subject to availability.

DISCOVERY BUBBLE*

MOTHER-TO-BE BUBBLE*

2 TREATMENTS I € 95 per person
• 1 seawater shower massage
• 1 remineralising massage bath
Available with lunch option at €115

2 TREATMENTS I € 139 per person
• 1 soothing happiness massage (hands, feet, legs)
• 1 facial

MARINE BUBBLE*

€ 42 per person
• 1 lunch at the Loofa Bar
• Access to the Marine Spa
Offer available outside of school holidays, Monday
to Friday

RELAXATION BUBBLE FOR 2*

3 TREATMENTS I € 139 per person
• 1 seawater shower massage with a rich balm
of invigorating essential oils
• 1 seaweed wrap
• 1 energising massage bath

SPA BUBBLE*
3 TREATMENTS I € 139 per person
• 2 thalassotherapy treatments. Choose from:
1 marine jet massage - 1 massage bath or
1 hydromassage bed
• 1 relaxing or reflexology massage
(20 min)
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ESCAPE BUBBLE*

LOOFA BUBBLE*

*Access to the marine spa is included in the
half-day of treatments for all bubble packages.
Day with lunch at the Loofa Bar and treatments in
the afternoon: free access from 11.30am. For the
other person not getting treatments: access at the
same time as the Bubble customer for a €20 fee.

WEEKENDS

BUBBLE DAYS

WELL-BEING AND LIBERTY BUBBLE* NEW

From € 419 for 2 people with massages
Low season rate, not discountable

1 treatment per person from: 1 seawater shower
massage or 1 relaxing massage or 1 facial massage
(chose when booking).

Wellness access (p. 4)

WELLNESS ESCAPE
1 DAY | 1 NIGHT
From € 232 per person with breakfast, based on a
double room (comfort rate, overlooking the vines)
Low season rate, not discountable,

Choose between:
• Marine weekend (3 treatments including 1 massages)
• Weekend spa (3 treatments including 2 massages)
Wellness access (p. 4)
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THE
MARINE
SPA

Entry to the Marine Spa | € 30
(robe, bag and flip-flops included)
Card with 10 entries | € 255
Card with 25 entries | € 500
Entry for children aged 7 to 18 | € 24
(sandals and towels are not provided)
Free for children under 7.

OPENING HOURS AT THE MARINE SPA WITHOUT TREATMENT:
Monday to Saturday: 11am to 1pm and 4 to 7pm.
Sunday: 11am to 1pm

WELLNESS CLUB
ACTIVITIES AND SUBSCRIPTIONS
Subscriptions for our water activities and access
to the marine spa!

5 DAYS ACCESS PER WEEK INCLUDING:
• aqua lessons*: aquastretch and aquatraining.
• access to the marine spa: heated indoor
seawater pool (32°C), sauna, steam bath
and gym and the outdoor heated seawater
pool (only in season).
* depending on the subscription.

SUBSCRIPTIONS:
Prepare yourself for your thalassotherapy day:
For any treatment programme less than 2 days,
please bring your own flip-flops.
Wear a swimming costume for the pool and all
treatments. Towels and robes are provided for
treatments (towels are not provided for the spa).

Monthly | Quarterly | Half-yearly | Annually
Contact reception for more information.

OUR WATER ACTIVITIES
AQUASTRETCH
30 min I € 30
A session of stretches and relaxation with
our osteopaths. Ideal to release back tension.
(Osteopathy pool - maximum of 8 people)

AQUATRAINING
30 min I € 30
A lesson with music in the form of a circuit.
It is ideal for several water sport activities in one
lesson. Effective for losing weight and refining
orange peel effects.
(Osteopathy pool - maximum of 10 people)

You will find all our terms and conditions here:
www.relaisthalasso-iledere.com
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PROFESSIONAL
RANGE

COSMETICS

COSMETIC
ANTI-AGE EXPERTISE
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The leading French laboratory in cosmetic
medicine, FILLMED has dedicated over
30 years to skin ageing research, offering
complete anti-age solutions to the greatest
specialists all over the world. We have chosen
the professional FILLMED range for our anti-age
programme, to provide you the very best antiageing cosmetics and guarantee visible results.

MARINE COSMETIC
EXPERTISE
The heart of thalassotherapy treatments and our purpose for
20 years already!
The original idea? Create an authentic Home Thalasso line to
extend the thalassotherapy experience after your stay.
Our purpose at RELAIS THALASSO is to take care of your beauty
and your health. Our work in synergy with our thalassotherapists
has led us to create our own range of RELAIS THALASSO
cosmetics, generous and gentle like a beneficial wave from the
sea. Its effectiveness is enhanced by its high concentration of
active marine ingredients, as revitalising as a dip in the sea.
You will find all the benefits of the ocean in our pretty jars and
bottles at the store, a souvenir of your holiday by the sea.
You don’t have to be a thalasso professional to be addicted
to our Home Thalasso range...

You can find our RELAIS THALASSO
and FILLMED cosmetic ranges in our
RELAIS THALASSO store

RELAIS THALASSO Île de Ré - Compliant with the AFNOR EXPERIMENTAL STANDARD XP 50-844
“Thalassotherapy - Standards concerning services.” Non-contractual documents, information and photos - Tariffs valid until 01.12.2022
The massages are well-being massages.
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BE GOOD
TO YOURSELF
TODAY TO BE BETTER
TOMORROW
relaisthalasso-iledere.com
iledere@relaisthalasso.com

-

-

-

-

RELAIS THALASSO
ÎLE DE RÉ

PORT NOTRE-DAME
17740 SAINTE-MARIE-DE-RÉ

INFORMATION & BOOKINGS
+33 (0)5 46 30 50 80

HOTEL RECEPTION
+33 (0)5 46 30 22 44

